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NEW PRICES FROM 1st July - CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
AVS Prices, 1st July 2021 (Direct Delivered UK)
Vending Cups (Prices per case)
Product Code

Product

Case
Quantity

8187835

8112835

9oz Venezia vending
cup
7oz Squat Venezia
vending cup
7oz Tall Venezia
vending cup
7/9oz Vending cup
lids
12oz Venezia Vending

Product Code

Product

Case
Quantity

820444G
8209448
8650098

4oz Hot cup
8/9oz Hot cup
8/9oz Lid(fits 12oz
vending)
12oz Hot cup
12oz Hot lid
16oz Hot cup
16oz Hot lid

8176833
8167834
8650071

821244Y
8650128
821644R
8650128

1 x 1000

Net price
stock
design
£18.67

Net price
bespoke
print
£19.14

Cases
per
pallet
30

Minimum print
runs

1 x 1000

£18.74

£19.21

30

150,000

1 x 2610

£49.15

£50.38

15

156,600

1 x 1000

£14.83

1 x 1000

£25.00
Hot Cups

150,000

30
£25.63

24

120,000

Net price
bespoke
print
£27.87
£21.84

Cases
per
pallet
30
24
28

Minimum print
runs

1 x 1540
1 x 1000
1 x 1000

Net price
stock
design
£27.19
£21.31
£16.05

1 x 600
1 x 1000
1 x 500
1 x 1000

£16.05
£18.78
£19.43
£18.78

£16.45

18
24
12
24

151,200

£19.91

231,000
144,000

120,000

Insulated Twin Wall Cups
Product Code

Product

Case
Quantity

9009159

8/9oz Parma Twin
Wall
12oz Parma Twin
Wall
16oz Parma Twin
Wall

901215X
901615F

Net price
bespoke
print
£27.48

Cases
per
pallet
24

Minimum print
runs

1 x 680

Net price
stock
design
£26.81

1 x 600

£29.04

£29.77

18

118,800

1 x 500

£28.39

£29.10

12

120,000

163,200

Account contacts
Regional Account Manager

Contact Number

E-mail

Ian Keeffe

07738 458 287

ian.keeffe@benders.co.uk

Jonathan Smith

07584 311687

Jonathan.smith@benders.co.uk

Ordering Procedure
-

Before direct delivery can commence you will need an account with Benders. If you do not have
an account already, please contact your regional account contact who will facilitate this process.
This normally takes 7 days to arrange.

-

Once you have an account you can order through our Sales Office by phone or fax.
- all relevant details will be supplied on account opening.

-

Delivery will be made on day three following an order on day one. Orders must be received by 12
noon on day 1

F. BENDER PRODUCT RANGE
For more information on our range and service please visit our website www.benders.co.uk

Printed Bespoke cups
The premium for having a bespoke printed cup verses a stock design ( Venezia ) cup is 2.5%
Minimum print runs are as stated in the price table above
Lead times are circa 8-10 weeks for vending and single wall cups, and 12-16 weeks for twin wall cups
Artwork and origination £185 per colour
Minimum Delivery
Minimum direct delivery is 2 x full pallets. Pallet quantities are as stated in the price table above.
Benders no longer split pallets of cups, so each product is sold in full pallets.
Lids can still be ordered by the case

Paper Cup Recycling - Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What is the context in terms of volumes of waste?
Paper coffee cups in the High Street make up 0.7% of total paper packaging waste (source Defra, Government
Statistical Service 15 December 2015)

Coffee cups make up 0.1% of the total volumes of household waste in the UK (source – INCPEN)
NB: there are other market channels using paper coffee cups which are not included in these estimates.
Q. How many paper cups are used in the UK each year?
Based on the number of outlets serving coffee c2.5billion paper cups per year. (source Allegra Strategies (Project
Cafe2016 UK Report))

In addition, there are estimated to be 2.3bn paper cups in the vending market.
Q. What is a paper cup made from?
Paper cups are generally 95% (by weight) paper or card and 5% a thin coating. The coating is bonded to
the cup in order to prevent the cardboard fibre from absorbing liquid contained within the cup and therefore
becoming wet and collapsing. Polyethylene plastic (PE) is the most prevalent coating material.
The fibre used in the paper cups are usually virgin fibres of very high quality. PCRRG cup producing
members all source their fibre from PEFC and FSC certified board producers. All responsible
manufacturers ensure their products comply with the EU Timber Regulation 995/2010 which was introduced
in 2013. The regulation ensures that all timber and timber products (e.g. paper and pulp) brought into the
EU market are from ethical and sustainable sources.
There are two main designs or types of paper cups; ones designed to contain hot drinks and ones designed
to contain cold drinks. There are a number of variations within these two types e.g. single walled cups,
double walled cups, single walled cups with corrugated layer wrap around, cups lined on the inside only and
cups lined on the inside and the outside.
Q. Are forests being destroyed to make paper cups?
No. Trees used for commercial purposes have to be sustainably managed. In Europe forests are growing at
the rate of 1.5 million soccer pitches annually (CPI) Young trees remove large amounts of CO 2 from the
atmosphere as they grow.
The majority of harvested trees are used for timber in the construction sector - just 20% is used for paper
and paperboard production.
In the UK we consume 9 million tonnes of paper and board annually of which cups account for 0.27%, the
rest goes to paper, paper products & newsprint for newspaper & magazines.
Paper cups are the most sustainable and food safe solution for drinks on-the-go.
Q. Where is the most frequent point of purchase for coffee on the go?
The High Street, account for 53% of purchases followed by railway stations with 26%
Q. Are paper cups recyclable?
Yes, paper cups can and are being recycled.
Paper cup recycling has been considered to require specialist process at paper mills, restricting the
opportunities for recycling. Through the actions of the PCRRG and its members this has been shown not to
be the case. There are now four facilities in England re-pulping paper coffee cups using both batch and
continuous reprocessing systems.
In order to ensure the used cups are received by the paper mills in the best condition for recycling they
should be placed in segregated waste streams by the consumer once they are finished with. The
segregated waste stream also ensure that it can be taken to one of the four mills re-pulping cups, or to the
facilities processing them into novel plastics.
Q. Why have paper cups been considered difficult to recycle?
To recycle a paper cup, the polyethylene plastic (PE) coating must be separated from the paper fibre. This

process is time-consuming and takes longer than the normal cycle time for continuous paper recycling
systems. This cycle normally takes 10 minutes, whilst a paper cup can take 20minutes to separate the fibre
from the lining. The work of the PCRRG has shown this to no longer be considered a barrier.
Q. Where are the facilities reprocessing used paper cups?
James Cropper in Kendal - make fine writing paper stock, luxury paper bags, precision molded fibre
packaging.
ACE in Halifax - combined with cartons make industrial cores and tubes.
Veolia in Leeds - due to commence commissioning and will produce fibre board products
DS Smith in Kemsley – UK’s largest paper recycling facility produces a range of paper products.
There is now circa 60k tonnes of re-pulping capacity in the UK.
Ashortwalk in Perranporth, is a facility using used paper cups in novel plastic polymers.
Q. Don’t these arguments relate to all types of take-away packaging?
Not to all types of take-away packaging, as different materials have different properties, but certainly those
made from PE-coated board. In addition to being used to make paper cups, polycoated board is also used
to make other food packaging such as sandwich wrappers, paper-based ice-cream containers, soup and
noodle pots, and other food and drink cartons. It is also used widely used across other packaging sectors.
Unlike paper cups food contact contamination is a significant issue restricting the opportunity to recycling
other coated board packaging.
Q. When can the industry commit to 100% recycling of paper cups?
If the chain consisted only of coffee shops and paper cup convertors we could commit to this now.
However, there are a number of stages between handing over a cup of coffee to the consumer and the
same cup arriving at a recycler: 1) this consumer has to dispose of the cup in a bin without anything else
placed in it, 2) the waste collector / local authority has to empty the bin, which is likely to be a litter bin, and
3) take the contents to a Materials Recycling Facility (MRF). 4) The MRF has to decide to sort out cups
from the other items. This will only happen if the local authority / waste management company feels there is
a value in doing so. One could argue if cups were made out of a single material then they could be simply
sorted with other paper in the MRF. However, no such pure single material cup exists since the cup has to
be able to hold a hot drink safely without going soggy or leaking which would waste far more resource than
the resource used to make the cup in the first place.
Alternative ways of applying a plastic lining have also been raised. The PCRRG has an open
mind regarding these developments and will review them with regard to scale, safety, recycling efficiency
and most importantly fitness for purpose.
Q What are the challenges in cup collection/recycling?
There are a number of barriers regarding recycling paper cups, these include:
Fragmented disposal - paper cups are discarded in a variety of places; at home, at work, in public
places, in coffee shops and some are littered. This makes designing and operating recycling services that
take paper cups more challenging.
Lack of clarity on which reprocessing facilities are able to handle cups - The plastic lining in
paper cups means that there is a lack of clarity in the paper cup recycling industry as to the recyclability of
the material. The PCRRG have worked to deliver clarity to this situation and this is becoming less of a
barrier.
Sorting paper cups from other recyclables - if a paper cup is disposed of in a mixed recycling
service then these materials are sent to MRF’s to be sorted. This sorting is based on technology within the
MRF, the materials that a product is made from and the shapes of various products e.g. 2D or 3D. In the
case of paper cups, the MRF operator wants the paper cup in the paper and card materials streams (2D)
however paper cups are shaped more like a container i.e. 3D and therefore have the potential to end up
with the cans and plastic bottles.
Associated contamination - When paper cups are thrown away, they may still contain leftover
liquid and associated other materials e.g. the cup lid, stirrer, left over food and unrecyclable packaging. As
with many other recycled materials these items cause issues in the recycling process e.g. liquid can reduce
the quality of paper and cardboard and make it difficult to sort in the MRF. Therefore, it is important that

when paper cups are placed in the recycling stream that they are empty, and that when being sorted the
MRF operator ensures any contamination is removed where possible.
Q. What happens to my paper cup when I finish with it?
The answer to this question depends on a number of factors. Firstly it depends where and how, the paper
cup is discarded once it is finished with. If the paper cup is discarded in:





The rubbish bin at home or in the office, or in a public litter bin then the paper cup is likely to go to
either landfill or an energy from waste facility.
A mixed recycling bin at home or in the office, or out in a public mixed recycling bin, then the paper
cups will go to a MRF, which is a facility that sorts the mixed recycling in to separate materials
streams for onward reprocessing. Depending on that MRF’s technology process, and end market
specifications, paper cups will either travel through the MRF with the paper and card, or end up in a
mixed paper or card only bale, or end up in the MRF residue stream. The paper and card and mixed
paper bales are sent to fibre recovery facilities where the recovered paper / card is pulped and then
fed into the paper / card making process.
A dedicated paper cup recycling scheme. If you have a dedicated paper cup recycling scheme
contact your service provider for information on where your paper cups are being recycled.

Q. Should I put my used paper cup into the recycling bin or into the general rubbish bin?
Check with the organisation that collects the recycling to see if paper cups can be included in your recycling
service. If in doubt ask, more and more many waste companies are now collecting used cups.
Q. Can I do anything to increase the likelihood of my paper cup being recycled?
If you have a recycling scheme that accepts paper cups then you should – a) empty the liquid from your cup
before putting it in the recycling system b) make sure other things like lids, stirrers, tea bags, half eaten
food, crisp packets etc are removed from the cup and put in the general waste bin. Remember, these
items can contaminate your recycling and result in recyclable items like paper and card becoming unrecyclable.
There is also the ground-breaking cup collection programme which started in January 2018 wherein paper
cups are being collected alongside drinks cartons in dedicated bins operated by the Alliance for Beverage
Cartons and the Environment (ACE). Paper cups can be disposed of in the ACE bring-banks at municipal
recycling centres, and will be included in the household kerbside collection as well. There are 105 Local
Authorities participating operating 415 Bring Banks. The ACE cup alliance is a collaboration between 13
leading cup manufacturers and users across the supply chain – most are also members of the PCRRG.
Through the PCRRG there are already over 4000 used paper cup collection points on the High St. All
Costa, Starbucks or McDonalds have them and from where they are collected and recycled.
Q. Why don’t specialist Waste Contractors offer a service to collect paper cups?
A number of waste contractors are now developing paper cup collection services trials, these can be
expected to become more widespread in response to the increasing demands of their clients and
customers, and the increasing availability of recycling facilities creating demand for used paper cups.
Currently Grundon, Biffa, Veolia, Simply Cups, Options Recycling, BPR Group all have paper cup
programs,
In addition there are now designated cup bins in Manchester, and on-street mobile cup collection through
the street cleaners in Westminster.
Q. Why doesn’t the industry use new formats with removable linings?
The PCRRG welcomes all innovations that help address the problem of recycling more paper cups.
However material innovations do not address the issues of getting the used cup to the correct facility.
The PCRRG is working on developments in recovery and recycling which will make the real
difference. There is also the matter of scalability; to supply a major retailer with the number of cups they
require cannot happen overnight as it requires detiled production, distribution and logistics planning to

ensure ongoing supply. The Call for Evidence on Single Use Plastics raised by the Treasury and DEfRA in
Chancellors Spring Statement will challenge the continuing use of polyethylene coatings on cup board.
Q. Why not switch to compostable or bio degradable cups?
Compostable packaging is currently seen by many as their preferred alternative to standard packaging
formats, and equally considered by many to be more environmentally sound.
Compostable packaging can be a viable solution to managing used packing under certain circumstances. It
needs to be managed alongside a dominant food waste stream. It must be segregated alongside the food
waste stream and sent to a commercial composting facility that has already approved inclusion of
compostable packaging.
There are 50 commercial composting facilities in the UK, however only a very limited number (two as at
March 2018) accept inclusion of compostable packaging.
Q How does a product qualify as being compostable?
Compostable packaging is required to decompose within a 12-week period after which time no more than
10 % of material fragments are allowed be larger than 2mm. Organic waste can be expected to decompose
more quickly than this, between eight to ten weeks. The extended time taken to decompose by
compostable packaging causes an increase in operating costs, a reduction in operating efficiency. As
packaging has no nutritional value its inclusion in compost only contributes to the bulk of the finished
product.
The inclusion of packaging in composting waste can give rise to increases in rejected materials as a
consequence of consumer confusion leading to all forms of packaging materials being placed in the food
waste stream.
If compostable packaging fails to decompose within the expected time frame and remains within the
organic food waste it must be screened out before the compost can be used.
The complication caused by compostable packaging in food waste causes most commercial compost
facility operators to screen it out and treat it is as contaminating waste if it is included.
Q What happened to compostable packaging on the High Street?
Compostable packaging disposed of on the high street On-the-Go will not be sent to composting facilities. It
is not possible to identify the compostable format of any board coating in material handling facilities
(MRF’s). And so compostable packaging will either be considered non-recyclable because of its contact
with contaminating food stuffs or other waste materials in this stream, in which case it will go to land-fill or
incineration. In land fill the compostable coatings many begin to break down and become a source of
methane gas, a powerful greenhouse gas. Or if it were to be presented for recycling with general mixed
paper waste the compostable coating would become a contaminate to the recycled paper process.
Compostable cups and packaging do not effectively breakdown under other circumstances, they do not
breakdown if discarded as litter, or in landfill if discarded in general waste.
A recent study by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy has shown that recycled cups
were shown to have a better environmental performance, while digestion and composting results in a
higher net reduction in CO2 emissions.
Whilst compostable packaging is technically considered as a form of recycling it does not enable any
second life use of the packaging paper board and does not fulfill the mantra of the Circular Economy to
reuse and recycle.
Q. Why not tax paper cups like the carrier bag charge?
The PCRRG believes that the issue of paper cups is not similar to the ‘bag tax’. Disposable paper coffee
cups use is largely spontaneous, not planned as in a trip to the shops, which will not be affected by the
imposition of a cup tax. Equally a cup tax will not affect the behavior of those who litter.
Ring fencing tax revenues for specific activity does not have a track record of successful delivery. The
PCRRG believes changing consumer behaviour through education is the route to achieve this.

In their response to the Environment Audit Commission the Government agreed that a single product
focused tax, the ‘Latte Levy’, was not proportionate or inclusive of the range of packaging on-the-go. The
Government view is that consumer behavior is better managed with in-store incentives to use Keep Cups
where appropriate not penalty taxes.
Q. Why not introduce a Deposit Return Scheme to get consumers to return cups?
The introduction of a DRS to increase the recovery of plastic bottle recycling is under active review by the
Scottish Government and being scoped out under their direction by Zero Waste Scotland with trials being
planned. The range of packaging to be included covers all beverage containers - this includes cartons and
possibly paper cups. A process of consultation is ongoing with Zero Waste Scotland, and proposals are
expected in autumn.
The challenge here is that the value of the returned cup is very low and motivating consumers to return
used cups in a condition good enough to recycle for very little reward is considered unlikely. The
introduction of a DRS will not address the lack of current recycling infrastructure for paper cups. Therefore
the group does not support the concept of DRS’s and is supporting the work of the British Plastics
Federation and others in opposing the introduction of such schemes.
The UK Government does not currently favour a DRS scheme, preferring revision to the Packaging
Recovery Note system of Producer Responsibility. Revision to the PRN system will enable funding of
recycling infrastructure within the UK to both collect and recycle paper cups, and other packaging materials.
The Government Call for Evidence on Single Use Plastics will include the report on reform of the PRN
system.
The Foodservice Packaging Association is leading the industry call for reform of PRN as a holistic and
equitable platform to manage producer responsibility in developing improved and increased packaging
recycling.
Q. Why don’t the brands issue consumers with re-usable cups?
Many retail coffee brands are, in some instances, issuing or selling their consumers re-usable cups. The
role of reusables is respected and a number of PCRRG retailer members offer incentives for consumers
bringing their own cups. However reusables are not considered as a viable replacement for the whole of
the paper cup stock for a number of reasons centred on consumer convenience and whether or not they
actually suit serving equipment
In addition, these ‘Keep Cups’ can be unhygienic, Public Health England issued guidance on washing of
Keep Cups in water too hot to put your hands in, so as to kill bacteria. These health concerns may mean
‘Keep Cups’ are not always acceptable to some retailers.
Q. What is being done to increase paper cups recycling?
The PCRRG represents organisations across the whole paper cup supply chain, the Group membership
has grown as the media and public focus on environmental and recycling issues.
The group has an industry funded programme which is focusing on identifying solutions for the inclusion of
used paper cups in the dry mixed recycling stream, rather than as part of single source paper cup recycling
collections.
The PCRRG has delivered a very robust year of activity in 2017


Mapping of UK infrastructure and population: The PCRRG infrastructure group developed a
databases of paper mills and other treatment facilities and prepared maps of the location of facilities
and the technology used in the sorting methods applied. This information is supplemented by
information collated regarding population density in order to identify where cups are likely to arise.



Cup arisings: Existing data is being reviewed and new studies supported to gain data on the
‘arisings’ of cups (i.e. where cups appear) within different waste streams. This work aims to inform
the group regarding dispersal routes for cups following purchase.



Acceptance criteria: The group has developed a document prescribing the presentations of cups
and an acceptable level of contamination for two specialist facilities accepting cups for processing.
The intention is that the document can be used to inform collection and bulking operations as well
as communications in relation to paper cups.



MRF processing of cups: Work is planned to undertake a further assessment of MRF processing of
cups. This will build on previous work delivered by PCRRG and will explore how cup design,
presentation of cups and MRF operations influence how cups are processed by different UK MRFs.



Post-use disposal of cups: The group is reviewing information gathered by members and other
organisations to gain an understanding of what influences consumer behaviour in relation to
disposal of cups. The information is used to help inform decisions by members regarding collection
methods, processing options and communications.

Q. What activity is actually planned? How long will the Manifesto run for?
The PCRRG is taking action through member commitments and collaboration. The group has a structured
approach with projects spanning the three most important areas of the cup debate;
 Infrastructure – projects assessing the separation of paper cups in material recycling facilities, and
increased recycling within existing paper recycling processes.
 Design – discussions with manufacturers and coffee retailers about best practice design for
recycling, and clearer understanding of new materials becoming available for paper cups
particularly the alternative to PE liner.
 Consumer behavior change– litter composition study in Glasgow (& Perth) of the materials and cups
arising as waste, and consumer study in Cardiff for awareness and messaging on the high street
collection systems
The Manifesto will be in place until the objectives are achieved.
The PCRRG is working with a range of other trade bodies to better understand how to increase the
recovery and recycling of used paper cups e.g. the Food Packaging Institute (FPI) in the USA, and in the
UK alongside the Paper Cup Alliance, effectively the lobbying arm of the PCRRG and the Foodservice
Packaging Association (FPA).
Government advice and lobbying will continue with DEfRA, the Treasury, and with the devolved
Governments of Wales and Scotland, to manage the Single Use Plastics Call for Evidence, to drive through
the reform of PRN’s, to manage the position on Extended Producer Responsibility in Wales and DRS in
Scotland.

The Environment
• Benders work closely with the cup recycling group
www.papercuprecycling.com
• Paper cups are recyclable !
• Raw materials are obtained from managed, sustainable forestry
• Stora Enso (Raw material supplier) plant 3 trees for everyone they use for
use in cups
• Where possible, Benders use recycled material, but where not, we use
materials from managed forest sources.
• All our Raw material suppliers are PEFC approved (Program for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification)
• All cups are printed with non solvent, water based inks
• Benders recycle 99% of our waste from the factory

Cup Recycling Opportunities

